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SUMMARY

At approximately 21:00hrs on the 9th of June Mr Owen Corkery departed
Crosshaven Co. Cork in his RIB on route to his mooring in Ringaskiddy Co. Cork.
Mr Corkery was the sole occupant of the RIB and was an experienced motor
boat enthusiast with many years experience including off shore RIB runs to the
UK.

Approximately 10 minutes after departure Mr Owen Corkery entered the water.

The out board engine on his RIB failed to cut out and the RIB circled back
hitting Mr Corkery on several occasions.

Mr Corkery sustained serious injuries to his head, his back and lost his left arm
just above the elbow.

FACTUAL INFORMATION
2.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1. Ship Particulars
2.1.1 Party Involved:

Owner, Mr Owen Corkery, Carrigaline, Co. Cork

2.1.2 RIB details:

Serial No: IE-GFV77502B707

Type:

Length:

Year of Build:

Excalibur 800s
8m

2007

Hull Material:

GRP and Rubber

Accommodation:

Forward storage cabin + 6 Seats

Motor:

250Hp two stoke Evinrude

2.1.3 Other Equipment onboard
• Colour chart plotter
• VHF

• Compass

• Nav Lights
• Spot Light
• CD Player

2.1.4 Safety Equipment
• Life jackets
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NARRATIVE
3.

NARRATIVE

3.1

On the day of the incident the weather was dry with clear sunny spells. The wind
was from the southwest between 3 to 10 knots. Visibility was good to moderate.
The sea state was calm to slight waves. High water in Cobh was at 22:14hrs.

Events prior to the incident:

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Mr Corkery had spent the early part of the evening with friends and family and
had gone to Crosshaven to drop some friends off.
At approximately 21:00hrs he departed Crosshaven to return his boat to its
mooring in Ringaskiddy.

Two witnesses, Mr Dick Gibson of Crosshaven and Mr Paul Bryans of Carrigaline
recall watching the RIB depart Crosshaven from their vantage point in Camden
House.

Mr Owen Corkery travelled down the Owenboy River before turning in a northerly
direction to pass through the inner channel between Spike Island and the main
land.

The Incident:
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

At 21:10hrs Mr Owen Corkery was travelling through the inner channel between
the main land and Spike Island. He was standing along side the helm console as he
approached Paddy’s Point.
Shortly after, Mr Corkery was thrown from the boat.

The boat’s engine did not cut out and the vessel continued running, travelling in
an approximate 50m-diameter circle.
Although it is unclear how many times the boat struck Mr Owen Corkery, it is
certain that he was struck several times, sustaining injuries to his forehead, the
back of his head, back, and losing an arm.

Events after the incident:

3.10 At 21:12hrs Mr Paul Bryans noticed, that Mr Owen Corkery’s RIB was travelling in
an anti-clockwise circle, with a 50-meter or so diameter between Spike Island and
the bridge to Haulbowline. Viewing the vessel through a telescope he noticed that
there was no one in the boat. Mr Paul Bryans asked Mr Dick Gibson to verify that
he was not mistaken.
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NARRATIVE

3.11 At 21:14hrs both men raised the alarm. Mr Paul Bryans called the emergency
services on 999 whilst Mr Dick Gibson called the Crosshaven RNLI directly.

3.12 At 21:17hrs Launch Coxswain Con Crowley, Launch crew Gerry Moran and Pilot
Nicholas Bourke, over-heard a Coast Guard request for assistance from Port
Operations in Cork Harbour, as a RIB had been spotted travelling at speed around
a casualty. The Launch Coxwain, Con Crowley, responded by VHF that they were
heading to the scene directly.
3.13 At 21:20hrs the Cork Harbour Pilot boat “Sonia” arrived on scene spotting
Mr Owen Corkery in the water between Paddy’s Point and the south end of the
pier at Spike Island. They also spotted his boat travelling in a tight anticlockwise circle to the north of Mr Corkery.

3.14 At 21:22hrs the crew of the “Sonia” recovered Mr Owen Corkery from the water.
He was incoherent and bleeding heavily. He had been calling the name Pat
several times, which gave rise to the idea that he may not have been on his own
in the RIB.

3.15 Mr Owen Corkery was wearing a PFD (Personal Flotation Device) which operated
correctly. However, he was not wearing warm clothes or shoes.

3.16 The Sonia Pilot boat requested medical assistance for Mr Owen Corkery and asked
where the Ambulance was en route to.

3.17 The RNLI life boat arrived along side the pilot boat and Doctor John Murphy and a
crew member trained in first response boarded the boat and took over first aid
on the casualty.
3.18 The RNLI then travelled to Mr Owen Corkery’s RIB and took control of it.

3.19 The Pilot boat then proceeded to Crosshaven and at 21:37hrs it berthed along
side the pontoon, at the Hugh Coveney pier, at which point the casualty was
brought ashore.

3.20 At 21:43hrs the RNLI RIB, two volunteers RIBS and a Navy RIB return to the scene
to search for Mr Owen Corkery’s arm and to verify that there were no other
victims.
3.21 At 21:47hrs the Pilot boat Sonia stood down and returned to normal duties.

3.22 At 22:01hrs Mr Owen Corkery was transferred to an Ambulance en route to Cork
University Hospital.
3.23 At 22:42hrs the Search party was stood down as it had been verified that
Mr Owen Corkery was alone in the RIB.
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ANALYSIS

When inspected, the RIB was found to be free from damage. There was however
no CE mark or evidence that the vessel was Recreational Craft Directive (RCD)
approved.

The Kill Cord arrangement was found to be non-functional, it was not possible to
determine the cause of it’s malfunction, however the following was noted:
a) The engine started with or without the Kill Cord attached. b) Removal of the
Kill Cord whilst the engine was running didn’t stop the engine. c) Manual
manipulation of the Kill Cord receiver didn’t stop the engine. d) The Kill Cord is,
in all probability malfunctioning as a result of an internal electrical failure
rather than an external mechanical one.

In interview Mr Corkery explained that he was aware of the malfunctioning Kill
Cord arrangement and as a result he did not have it attached to his person at
the time of the accident. During the same interview Mr Corkery went on to
explain that he was not seated whilst driving his RIB and was standing beside the
helm position on the deck between the helm console and the sponson.
Whilst Mr Corkery is a very experienced powerboat operator, he has never
completed a recognised powerboat-handling course.

When Mr Corkery was recovered from the water he was not wearing any shoes.
His own statement of the incident suggests he did not have time to remove them
therefore it is likely that he was not wearing any when he entered the water.
Whilst there is conflicting information with regard to the speed of the vessel,
eyewitness evidence given by both the Pilot boat crew and the men that called
the emergency services concur that the boat was turning in anti-clockwise
circles. This indicated that Mr Corkery was thrown from the vessel whist making
a port hand turn.

In interview Mr Corkery stated that he believed that he went directly under the
RIB when he hit the water. On the balance of probability it is more likely that his
RIB circled back and hit him. This may account for the difference in reported
speed by the eyewitness and the pilot boat as the vessel could have slowed as a
result of repeated collision with Mr Corkery.

CONCLUSIONS
5.

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

The Kill Cord arrangement on Mr Owen Corkery’s RIB was not functioning
correctly.

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

Mr Owen Corkery was aware of the malfunctioning Kill Cord system.

Mr Owen Corkery was thrown from the vessel during a port hand turn as he
altered course from the inner channel to pass under the bridge at Haulbowline.
Mr Owen Corkery was thrown from the starboard side of his boat as he was
standing outside of the helm position on the starboard side of the boat, which
corresponds to the outside side of the boat in a port hand turn.

Mr Owen Corkery was standing beside the wheel rather than sitting on the pilot
seat, this would have made him considerably more likely to be thrown from the
vessel.
Not wearing shoes would have reduced Mr Owen Corkery’s grip while standing.

Mr Owen Corkery suffered his injuries as a result of the vessel continuing its
port turn and returning to hit him. This would not have happened if the Kill
Cord system was working correctly.
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Kill Cord is an essential part of safety equipment for all open motorboats.
They should always be used and should be checked regularly.

The helm of a high-speed craft should always remain seated, even at low speed,
as a small throttle shift or turn of the wheel can have profound effects on
centrifugal and G forces.
All pleasure craft owners should complete a recognised powerboat handling
course, regardless of previous experience.
Owners and operators of recreational craft should be aware and follow the
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport’s Code of Practice for the Safe
Operation of Recreational Craft.
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APPENDIX 7.1
Appendix 7.1 Aerial Photograph of the route the RIB took from Crosshaven
to the accident site.
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Appendix 7.2 Chart of the route the RIB took from Crosshaven to the accident site.
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Appendix 7.3 Chart showing accident site and approximate recovery position
for Causality and RIB.
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Appendix 7.4 Aerial Photograph of accident site and recovery site.
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APPENDIX 7.5
Appendix 7.5 RIB at time of inspection in Safe Haven.

7.5.1 The hull and shaft were inspected during the investigation, there was no sign
of impact damage found.

7.5.2 Helm Position and chair.
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Note: The address and contact details of the individual respondent have
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MCIB RESPONSE
The MCIB notes the contents of this correspondence.
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MCIB RESPONSE
The MCIB notes the contents of this correspondence and has made the necessary
amendments.
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CORRESPONDENCE

MCIB RESPONSE
The MCIB has noted this response and has made amendments as necessary.
However points 5.3 and 5.6 need further comment. There is no evidence that
the RIB did or did not collide with some object in the water though no sighting
was made of this object by the crew of the rescuing pilot boat. The position of
the casualty was accurately noted by the pilot boat and therefore the report
stands on this issue. The pilot boat crew states that Mr Corkery was not wearing
any shoes when recovered from the water.
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